Electric
parking

Marking the future with you
geveko-markings.com

Charge up on the latest inspiration
Markings makes it easy to find a charging station
The future is electric
When it comes to the future of cars,
everything seems to be moving in one
direction – and that is electric!
Societal pressures for more environmentally friendly car solutions is growing,
and each year, car manufacturers add
more electric vehicles to their portfolio.
With more and more electric and hybrid
cars hitting the roads, the demand for
electric parking spaces will be ever
increasing. In this brochure, we will

present some of our popular e-parking
solutions to provide inspiration for this
particular type of markings.

A popular green choice
The possibilities when it comes to
designing a parking space are endless.
But, green painted parking tile with a
white or coloured symbol placed on top
is a popular request. This is an easily
recognisable type of marking that gives
clear associations to «a green choice».

Why choose an E-parking
solution?
• Meet the ever-increasing demand
for locating e-charging stations
• Viualise e-charging opportunities to
nudge people in a more environmentaly friendly direction
• Brand your city or business with
e-parking spaces for a greener
profile

Why choose Geveko
Markings as your supplier?
• Highly durable markings that
requires low-maintenance
• Standard and custom designs
available depending on your
specific need
• Fast, easy and hassle-free application

Charging bays that stand out
Finding the nearest charging station is
much easier when the parking space is
made in an eye-catching colour.
The coloured surface makes the charging
bay stand out from the rest of the
parking area and the surroundings.
This of course makes it easier for drivers
to find a way to ‘stay charged’, but it also
allows you to create attention around
your city, business or brand as being
forward-thinking and environmentally
consious.
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Build your foundation using
spray or roll
With our cold plastics you can easily make
your electric parking space stand out while
adding skid-resistance to the surface as
well.
If you are doing a smaller number of
parking spaces, you can simply hand apply
PlastiRoute™ Rollgrip/Rollplast with a paint
roller. For fast application on larger areas,
on the other hand, we recommend that you
apply the material (Spraygrip/Sprayplast)
with our AreaSpray™ machine.

Leave your mark with
PREMARK™ symbols
Symbols contrasted with colourful cold
plastics is an ideal way to leave a lasting
impression. While the surface catches your
attention, the charging symbol makes it
clear that this is an electric parking spot.
With a wide selection of PREMARK™
symbols to choose from, it is easy to find a
symbol suitable for your need. But, should
you have a specific design in mind, we have
our own inhouse design studio ready to
make the exact symbol you are looking for.

Make your own electric marking
Art. Nr.

Bright colours and durable
symbols

Size (mm)
HxW

845632

500 x 1000

844632

800 x 1200

824936

700 x 800

Our PREMARK symbols are known for their
high durability and are developed for permanent use outdoors. They go perfectly
on top of a brightly coloured cold plastic
surface creating a both eye-catching and
practical e-parking solution.

Custom size and design available
845903

829360

1500 x 1400

The symbols presented here are a range of
our suggested e-parking signs.

600 x 1200

However, if you need a symbol to fit a
specific size or need a custom design, do
not hesitate to contact us. We are able to
adapt the design to suit your specific needs.

Need expert advice?
841328

412 x 800

840809

1000 x 1000

842252

1600 x 800

824783

1000 x 1000

Remember, your local sales representative
is always ready to help you with any
request. For contact detalis visit our website
at www.geveko-markings.com/contacts
You are also welcome to call our main
number at +45 63 51 71 71.

6024
847167

2200 x 1000

PlastiRoute™ Rollplast

6018

BLG

Art. Nr.
-

857193

930 x 750

824340

1000 x 1000

857194

600 x 250

-

PlastiRoute™ Spraygrip

5000 x 2500

Traffic Green
6024
Yellow Green
6018

kg
16
16

-

BLG

16

-

Traffic Blue
5017

16

Art. Nr.
-

-

Colour

5017

Colour
Traffic Green
6024
Yellow Green
6018

kg
38,8
38,8

-

BLG

38,8

-

Traffic Blue
5017

38,8
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